
 
SeaWorld whale becomes terminally ill 

By Alice and Jessica  

Tilikum, the 35-year old 

whale currently kept in 

captivity in SeaWorld 

Orlando, Florida was 

announced on Tuesday 

the 8th of March via 

SeaWorld’s twitter 

account to have a 

treatment resistant 

bacterial lung infection. The orca whale has been kept by SeaWorld for 23 

years and over that period of time has caused the death of three people 

including the death of a former trainer. Some people may put this down to the 

questionable conditions the whales of SeaWorld are kept in.  

SeaWorld states: “Our teams are treating him with care and medication for 

what we believe is a bacterial infection in his lungs. However, the suspected 

bacteria is very resistant to treatment and a cure for his illness has not been 

found”. “It has been our duty and passion to make sure we give him the 

utmost care we possibly can,”1 said Daniel Richardville, Animal Training 

Supervisor. 

The 12000lb and 22ft long whale starred in the moving documentary 

“Blackfish” in 2013 displaying the treatment of the whales and the incidents 

that occur to employees of SeaWorld that are not commonly known to the 

public. Once the documentary had been released, profits of SeaWorld dropped 

by 84%, a staggering amount reflecting the overall impression the 
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 https://seaworldcares.com/2016/03/caring-for-tilikum-the-killer-whale/ 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-12920267 



documentary gave on the subject. Despite this, when students and members 

of staff at The Carlton Academy were asked about the topic, many were 

unaware of the events occurring within the organisation and only knew briefly 

of the conditions. However, one statement from a student called Leanne 

stated: “I think the conditions are terrible. These animals are meant to be 

looked after and cared for not to be used and abused! If they are not treated 

correctly then they should be released back into their natural habitat”.          

This shows how passionately some take the situation whereas some have a 

lack of awareness of the situation. The controversial treatment of the whales 

and other marine life kept captive at SeaWorld has caused some great amount 

of debate.  
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